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Summary

Cholera came to Russia in the nineteenth century as part of a global pandemic that had originated in India. In 1831, St. Petersburg was struck by its first major cholera epidemic. The disease was able to develop rapidly largely due to the city’s immense water pollution problem. As thousands of citizens became ill, growing social tensions between the educated classes and the mostly affected poor people resulted in the bloody cholera riot of June 22, 1831.

Cholera came to Russia in the nineteenth century as part of a global pandemic that had originated in India. In 1831, St. Petersburg was struck by its first major cholera epidemic. The disease was able to develop rapidly largely due to the city’s immense water pollution problem. Sewage was dumped into the rivers and channels; at the same time, citizens also used the untreated water of the Neva River as drinking water. However, water was not known to be the cause of the disease, and soon the ordinary population started to blame doctors, the gentry, officials, and foreigners for the spreading epidemics.
On June 22, 1831, a crowd of the common people gathered together for protest at Sennaya square in the center of St. Petersburg. They protested against the governmental measures against cholera epidemics, such as quarantines and cordons, which they considered a plot of the educated classes to repress the poor.
As protest turned into a riot, the inflamed crowd started to sack the city’s main cholera hospital, beat the market sanitary inspectors, whom they accused of having spread the disease, and called for the death of all doctors in the city, whom they blamed for having poisoned the poor’s wells. The administration was forced to send in military troops. However, the riot was only halted when Czar Nicholas I appeared in the market square and ordered the crowd to fall on their knees and take their hats off in deference to him. Nicholas would later consider the suppression of the cholera riot to be one of the most important episodes of his life.

Although the riots were stopped, the real problems, such as the need to improve the quality of drinking water in St. Petersburg, were not addressed. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries cholera continued to be one of the biggest problems for the city.
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